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convergence is obtainable. However, simple conditions in terms Side of Regular Polygon,
of original transition matrices and transition time distributions Perpendicular
seem difficult to obtain. Bisector of
Although iteration of (1) and (2) is thus seen to provide both Regular

the infinite horizon solution to the problem and good informa- Polygon
tion as to the decision horizon, the method requires on the order R
of L times the computation and storage as other available %,us
methods (Schweitzer [12] and Morton [7]) for numerically \ T
solving the infinite horizon problem. This seems a high price
computationally to pay for the additional information. One Center of Regular Polygon
approximation which might be more attractive would be to Fig. 1. Geometry of one sector of the N-sided polygon used to compute
replace transition distributions with others with small numbers the density function for R. 0 is the angle between the perpendicular

bisector of the side, and the radius R. b is the length of the perpendicularof nonzero transition probabilities and matching initial distribu- bisector.
tion moments. For example, it is easy to construct distributions
on the integers 1, ,L with only four nonzero masses which I. INTRODUCTION
match the mean and variance of the original distributions, which
would make computation more competitive with other schemes, In [1], Rosenfeld has shown thatP2aA, the square of the
provide the exact infinite horizon solution and at least some perimeter of a figure divided by its area, is not a good measure
decision horizon information. Details are omitted due to space for the dispersedness of digital figures. In fact, depending on how
considerations. perimeter is defined, the measure P2/A yields smallest values not

for digital circles where it is supposed to, but for digital octagons
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strengthened version of Proposition 1. A good measure for the circularity of simply closed figures

would have the following properties:
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Assuming a uniform density for 0 over the interval (0,7r/N), the
density for R is

A Measure for Circularity of Digital Figures N b b
ROBERT M. HARALICK fR(r) = _2 _ ' cos 7r/Nf

Abstract-It is demonstrated that AR~/CR, where R is a random variable From this it follows that
of the distance between the center of the figure to any part of its perimeter, Nb 1I + sin 71/N (2
is a good measure for the circularity of a digital figure. AiR = -log|(2

71 \~cos7r/N
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N -1. 3869 (").4721 is the SimplestBest Fit for thereby illustrating the almost linear relationship between log N
30 {I+sinxr/NX /and log PR/erR. Solving for the number of sides N, we easily

20 log |C son| obtain
PR.a v Co9+sinrrN IX which is the Exact /) ~I .4(/C)/2.(7

NR!rYanlog2(l+sinl¶rIN) N 1111.246CUR/oR). (7)

Theoretical Relationship. In the next section we show that the theoretical best fit relation-

6 ship and the experimentally determined best fit relationship bear
Z 5t / a close resemblance to the analytically determined equation (7).
4
3

2$ III. PROPERTIES OF UR/IrR FOR DIGITAL FIGURES

To see how UR/CR behaved with regular digital polygons, we

performed a digital experiment. We generated regular digital
;10 PlR/O 100 100 polygons from 3 sides to 17 sides of sizes from longest radius of

Fig. 2. The dots depict the relationship between pR/aR and N, the number 8 resolution cells to longest radius of 70 resolution cells by the
of sides of the continuous regular polygon. The line is a graph of the following procedure:
best linear fit for the relationship between log N and log R/IaR-

1) for any sized polygon from longest radius s of 8 to longest
A .4724 radius s of 70 and for any polygon whose number of sides

20 N L.4111 A is the Simplest Best Fit N is 3 to a number of sides2 N is 4 + s/5;
2) partition a circle of radius s into N equal sectors with the

initial sector in arbitrary position and the circle's center in

7
: f arbitrary position; the radius s and the circle's center are

6 not restricted to be integer valued;
z5
4 3) for each sector find all resolution cells whose centers are
3 within distance 0.5 (half a resolution cell) of the sector

2 - / chord;
4) for each resolution cell found, determine its distance R from

_____________1____________o___ ______________ the center of the figure.
AR 100 100 5) compute the mean 1R and variance 6R2 of these distances

and from them determine the estimate (fiRIR) for PR/CUR.
Fig. 3. The 15 dots depict the experimentally determined values relating
AR/CR and N, the number of sides of a regular digital polygon when the
radius of the circumscribed circle for the polygon was near 70 resolution This procedure produced 579 sample points of N, (fiRI/R).
cells. The line is a graph of the best fit linear relationship between log N Taking the natural logarithms of these quantities, the sample
and log pRI&R on the basis of 579 different digital polygons of radius
equal to 8 through 70, having number of sides N equal to 3 through points log N, log (OtRIfR) were used for curve fitting. On the basis
4 + s/5 and each polygon having random orientation and center. of the graphs for the theoretical relationship we expected that

log N and log (Y'RIU'R) were nearly linearly related and we

and that therefore sought a least square fit for that linear relation. We

/Nb\ rt log2 1 + sin 7r/N- 1/2 extended out two-dimensional sarmple points by adding a third
OrR = t zC v tan- c (3) component having constant value 1. To find coefficients vector

a = (a1,a2,a3) so that a'a = 1 and E:57 (xi'a)2 is minimized,
The measure UR/CR then is given by where xi is the ith three-dimensional sample point, we found the

AR _ log [(1 + sin niN)/cos ic/N] eigenvector of Z,79 xixi' having smallest eigenvalue and set
PR - *___________lo[(I1/2sin7 __N__cos __ (4) vector a equal to it.3 The least squares linear fit between log N

aR f7r/N tan r/N - log2 [( + sin 7r/N)/cos 7r/N]}12 and log PR/kR is then given by x'a = 0. The smallest eigenvalue

Notice that IR/eCR is only a function of N indicating its inde- divided by the sum of all the eigenvalues indicates the percent
pendence on orientation and area. variance not accounted for by the least squares linear fit. We

found that
Fig. 2 shows a log-log graph of PR/CR versus N. Clearly PR/CR 0.4724

not only monotonically increases with N, but the relationship N = 1.4111 PR (8)
between log N and log PR/erR is virtually a linear relationship. CURJ
The almost linear relationship between log N and log AR/eRR was the best least squares fit and that the percent variance

can be demonstrated analytically by determining the Taylor accounted for by this fit was over 99 percent. A graph of this fit
series expansions of log2 ((1 + sin x)/cos x) and x tan x around is presented in Fig. 3. The root mean square error between N and
zero. Surprisingly, the first six terms are identical; differences 1.41 1('R/AR)0 4724 was 0.3.
first appear in the seventh and ninth terms. Thus we have for In another check of how accurate (8) is in relating pR/rR to the
x = 7r/N integer number of sides N, we compared the nearest integer to

log (pR/eR) = - log t x tan x 1 1.41 I2RkIR)0°4724 with N the number of sides for each of the 579
llog2 [( + sin x)/cos x] regular digital polygons we generated.

[2 + X/)+(x/5 1x/1) 8 For 539 polygons there was no error. For 40 polygons, the
-S-log fx +-x/)+(x/5 1x/1)_1 error was 1. This represents an identification accuracy of about

l x2 + (x4/3) + (x6/9) + (53x8/2520) J

-4- log 0.02474x4, for x near ic/lO. (5) 2 We determined that digital polygons generated for a number of sides
N greater than 4 + s/5, where s is the radius of the circumscribed circle

Stigx = rr/N and solving for log N, we obtain for the polygon, were indistinguishable from digital polygons of which the
Setting ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~numberof sides is 4 + s/5.
N log1.246+ 0.5log (PR/erR) (6) 3 Note that this least squares fit determines the interrelationship betweenlog o R/)()thevariables involved. It is not a regression of one variable on the other.
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93 percent correct with the 7 percent misidentified polygons
having the estimated number of sides off by 1. . )
For the purpose of comparison, the same least square fit was *

done with the 15 points N = 3 to N = 17 used to generate the 0

theoretical graph of ARI/R, as in (4). Again over 99 percent of
the variance was accounted for by the fit, which is given by .', A

E0.4721
N = 1.3869 ] (9)

For AR/CR = 1000, the difference between the values of N
computed with (8) and (9) is less than 1.

IV. CONCLUSION | A
The results from the digital experiment agree remarkably well /

with what we expect to happen analytically. Since the digital
experiment includes digital regular polygons at many different
random sizes, centered randomly in a resolution cell, and at a
random angular positions, we can conclude that ARICR is a good Fig. 1.
measure of circularity for both digital and continuous figures.
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On the Medial Axis Function for Visual Patterns Fig. 2.

D. J. H. MOORE AND R. A. SEIDL
more "robust" transformation. The MAF is important for a

Abstract-A new version of Blum's medial axial function (MAF) for number of reasons. Blum argues its importance as a general
visual patterns is presented. The new version is incorporated in the chord shape descriptor, and there appears to be some evidence that
space analysis framework developed by the authors and has the advantage human eye movements are related to the MAF of a line drawing
that, unlike the original version, it is defined for grey level pictures and [8], [9]. We are presently involved with incorporating our
is a much more "robust" definition. Computer generated examples are version of the MAF in a character recognition system where it
shown, and it is indicated how the technique is being applied by the shows a great deal of promise.
authors in the development of a character recognition system.

II. MAF AND INTEGRAL GEOMETRY
I. INTRODUCTION

Blum described a method for which the "skeleton" of a line
In a number of recent papers [1], [6] we have presented what drawing could be obtained. To define this skeleton, he used an

we claim to be a fundamental approach to the detection and intuitive "grass fire" analogy. The definition leads to an oriented
enhancement of visual pattern features. The approach involves graph (shown dotted in Fig. 1) for line drawings. The graph
applying a second-order statistical analysis of the pattern the could be generated by lighting a "grass fire" at time t = 0 along
presence of various types of second- (and more trivially first-) the complete contour of the line drawing. The medial axis of the
order structure indicating the presence of features. Various pattern (the skeleton) is the locus of where the two or more wave
techniques for detecting and extracting these features were fronts ";annihilate" each other.
reported in the aforementioned papers.
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In our previous work on pattern features, we defined a chordThe purpose of this correspondence is to point out that the a en noine iesget hc ol edsrbdb

medial axial function (MAF) put forward by Blum [7] can also the four-tuple (x,y,r,t) (see Fig. 2).
be incorporated in our mathematical framework. Our version of A chord (x,y,r,O)belongs to a binary valued pattern p if both
the MAe iS more general than Blum's iln the sense that it s endpoints lie on the pattern. The set W* of all chords of the
defined for grey level pictures' and, as will be pointed out, is a pattern can be defined by the characteristic function f*(x,y,r,O)

where
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